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Recursively dened structures and properties about them are naturally expressed in rst-order logic with least
xpoint denitions (FO+lfp), but automated reasoning for such logics has not seen much progress. Such logics,
unlike pure FOL, do not even admit complete procedures, let alone decidable ones. In this paper, we undertake
a foundational study of nding proofs that use induction to reason with these logics. By treating proofs
as purely FO proofs punctuated by declarations of induction lemmas, we separate proofs into deductively
reasoned components that can be automated and statements of lemmas that need to be divined, respectively.
While humans divine such lemmas with intuition, we propose a counterexample driven technique that guides
the synthesis of such lemmas, where counterexamples are nite models that witness inability of proving
the theorem as well as other proposed lemmas. We develop relatively complete procedures for synthesizing
such lemmas using techniques and tools from program/expression synthesis, for powerful FO+lfp logics
that have background sorts constrained by natural theories such as arithmetic and set theory. We evaluate
our procedures and show that over a class of theorems that require nding inductive proofs, our automatic
synthesis procedure is eective in proving them.
1 INTRODUCTION
One of the key revolutions that has spurred program verication is automated reasoning of logics.
e verication of properties of programs against a logical specication is a logical theorem, and
hence automated verication is synonymous with automated logic reasoning. In practice, however,
verication engineers write inductive invariants that punctuate recursive loop control, and use
logical analysis only to reason with verication conditions that correspond to correctness of small
loop-free snippets. In this realm, automatic reasoning of combinations of quantier-free theories
using SMT solvers has been particularly useful automation; these in turn have been based on
the fact that these logics have a decidable validity (and satisability) problem (Barre et al. 2011;
Bradley and Manna 2007).
However, reasoning even with loop-free snippets of programs is challenging when reasoning
with code manipulating data-structures. Data-structures have typically an inductive datatype
structure dened using recursion, with least xpoint semantics. From a model-theory perspective,
they capture typically nite but unbounded structures. Properties of such structures cannot be
adequately expressed using quantier-free logic, rendering much of the work on decidable SMT
logics useless. While quantication can help state properties of such structures, even quantied
logics cannot dene these structures (in general, nite unbounded structures are hard to axiomatize
in rst-order logic; the eld of nite model theory is a witness to this dierence (Libkin 2004)).
First-order logic with least xpoint denitions (FO+lfp) are, however, a powerful extension
of rst-order logic that can dene data-structures and express properties of data-structures. For
example, there are fairly expressive dialects of separation logic that have been translated to FO+lfp
in order to aid automated reasoning (Calcagno et al. 2005; Murali et al. 2020).
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e focus of this paper is on automated reasoning for rst-order logics with least xpoint
denitions (or recursive denitions) (FO+lfp or FO-RD).
Pure rst-order logics (even with recursive axiomatizations) admit complete proof systems (by
Go¨del’s completeness theorems (Arbib 1987)) and validity of formulas is recursively enumerable
(though undecidable). Strategies for automated reasoning for FOL typically rely on complete
procedures (which are non-terminating, of course, as validity is undecidable), including resolution
and superposition calculus (Kova´cs and Voronkov 2013; Robinson 1965).
In this paper, we are primarily interested in complete reasoning for FOL using systematic
quantier instantiation (Lo¨ding et al. 2018; Madhusudan et al. 2012; Pek et al. 2014; Qiu et al. 2013;
Suter et al. 2010). Given a theorem α to prove valid, we take its negation, Skolemize it to get a
universally quantied formula, and then instantiate universally quantied variables using a nite
set of terms, systematically. Each such instantiation results in a quantier-free formula which
admits decidable satisability, and it is guaranteed that if α is valid, there will be some instantiation
of terms that results in an unsatisable formula.
Recent work on natural proof techniques show essentially that formula based quantier instan-
tiation, where we instantiate universally quantied variables using only terms that appear in
instantiated formula, iteratively, followed by quantier-free reasoning, also results in a complete
procedure (Lo¨ding et al. 2018). is completeness result was also extended to certain rst-order
logics with background sorts that are constrained by theories such as arithmetic and sets (more
generally to background sorts that admit decidable quantier-free validity; we will return to this
seing later in this section).
In contrast, FO+lfp does not admit any complete procedure 1 Note that one can dene a number
line and dene true addition and true multiplication over naturals using least xpoints, and hence
even quantier-free logic with recursive denitions has an undecidable validity (and satisability)
problem.
However, as we said earlier, rst-order logic with recursive denitions are extremely important
in applications such as program verication because of the ubiquitous use of recursive denitions
(which have least xpoint semantics), and rst order-logic is simply not sucient in most scenarios.
For example, reasoning with heaps and data structures requires more than FOL as FOL is local.
Saying that x points to a nite linked list or that x points to a nite tree or that the list pointed to
by x is sorted is simply impossible in plain FOL (where the underlying universe models pointers in
the data structure as unary functions).
e natural way we humans prove properties with recursive denitions (or least xpoints) is by
using induction. A proof of a theorem by induction typically involves a sub-proof that identies a
fairly strong property (called the induction hypothesis) and a proof of the induction hypothesis
using a proof called an induction step (base cases are not important as they can be seen as a particular
case in the proof of an induction step). In this paper, we use a more general notion of induction
proofs based on partial xpoints and Park induction, which doesn’t require notions of size, etc. to
induct on. We defer this notion to Section 2, and instead encourage the reader to simply think of
lemmas as induction hypotheses and their proofs as the induction step proof; let us call the statement
of the induction step the PFP of the lemma (for pre-xpoint, see Section 2).
1ick proof for interested reader with a computer science background: rst dene a “number line” (discrete linear order)
using a constant 0 and a unary function s (representing successor) with FO axioms expressing that the successor of no
element is 0 and that the successor of no two dierent elements can be the same; second, encode the reachable congurations
of a 2-counter machine (which is Turing powerful) as a relation dened using a least xpoint, and express non-halting of
the machine using this relation. is proof in fact shows that even a single recursive denition leads to validity being not
recursively enumerable.
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A crucial observation we make in this paper is that in proofs by induction, the proof of the
induction step (PFP) of the formula is typically reasoned with using pure rst-order logic reasoning
without induction. More precisely, we can think of a proof of a theorem in FO+lfp as split into
sub-proofs mediated by an induction principle but otherwise consisting of purely FO reasoning.
e induction principle says that proving the PFP of the lemma proves the lemma (i.e., proving
the induction step proves the lemma). We can even write the induction step as a valid axiom of
the form PFP(Lemma) ⇒ Lemma, where Lemma is a lemma and PFP(Lemma) is the PFP of the
lemma. Our goal is now to separate out these parts that are punctuated by induction principle
reasoning using a notion called inductive lemmas, which are intuitively lemmas that correspond to
valid inductive hypotheses.
Inductive lemmas. In this paper, we look at the sub-proofs that are proved by induction as
inductive lemmas that are proved using the induction principle as above. Viewed in this manner,
we can think of a proof of a theorem α in FO+lfp as really as a proof aided by a set of lemmas L
where each lemma is proved by proving the PFP formula corresponding to it using purely rst order
logic. Furthermore, α itself is proved using pure rst order logic using the lemmas in L.
e structure of the proof of α is hence as below:
• We identify a nite set of lemmas L = {L1, . . . ,Ln}.
• For each i ∈ [1,n], there is a purely rst-order logic proof of PFP(Li ) using earlier lemmas
as assumptions.
• ere is a purely rst-order logic proof of α with the lemmas as assumptions.
Note that the above proofs do not have any induction proof explicitly, and the pure FO logic
proofs work under the assumption that each inductive relation R is simply a xpoint denition
(not least xpoint) of the form ∀®x . R(®x) ⇐⇒ ρ(®x) instead of ∀®x . R(®x) :=lfp ρ(®x). e fact that
proving the PFP for Li is sucient proof of Li is implicit and is the only place where induction is
appealed to and where the true least xpoint semantics of inductive denitions is used (this is due
to the special structure of the lemmas; see Section 2 for details).
e above form of proofs is quite powerful and captures induction proofs in general, especially
if the lemmas can use relations that have new inductive denitions. In this paper, where we study
automating nding such proofs, we will limit ourselves a bit on the kind of lemmas we consider: (a)
we will assume that there are no new inductive relations, and lemmas can only express properties
involving the inductive relations dened by the problem, and (b) that the formulaψ doesn’t have
further quantication. We show that such restricted proofs are already quite powerful in our
evaluation in aiding proofs by induction. e laer restriction is quite an important one for the
techniques we develop as it ensures nite countermodels.
e above structure of proving a theorem by having essentially FO proofs punctuated by lemmas
that are inductive, and whose inductiveness is proved without using further induction (but which
can use other lemmas that are in turn proved by induction), is quite natural. For example, in Peano
arithmetic, there is an induction axiom scheme of the form:
∀®y. (φ(0, ®y) ∧ (∀x . φ(x , ®y) ⇒ φ(S(x), ®y))) ⇒ ∀x . φ(x , ®y)
for any formula φ. Any proof using this axiom can hence be seen as proving lemmas of the form
∀x . φ(x , ®y), by proving ∀®y. (φ(0, ®y) ∧ (∀x . φ(x , ®y) ⇒ φ(S(x), ®y))), using purely rst-order logic on
the non-inductive axioms. e lemma of course must use a formula φ that is a strong enough
induction hypothesis.
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Similarly, verication of programs with iteration/recursion can also be seen as an induction
proof, and the while-rule in Hoare logic which is of the form:
{I ∧ B} C {I }
{I } while B C {I ∧ ¬B} While
can be seen as an induction principle where the applications of the while-rule can be seen as proving
lemmas of the form {I } while B C {I ∧ ¬B} by proving by proving {I ∧ B} C {I }, and stitching
them together using non-inductive axioms. Again, the inductive loop invariant I must be chosen
strong enough for the proof to go through.
e view of the proof of an FO+lfp formula as largely pure FO proofs mediated by induction
principles has the clear advantage that we can automate the proof of each of the required FO proofs
using established complete techniques such as quantier instantiation. Consequently, the main
challenge for automation becomes nding the lemmas such that they are inductively provable
using pure FO reasoning and help prove the main theorem (again using pure FO reasoning).
Synthesizing Inductive Lemmas. e primary technical contribution of this paper is a technique
for synthesizing lemmas that can be proved inductively and that aid the proof of a given theorem.
One of the primary paradigms that has stood the test of time in verication and synthesis is
counterexample guided synthesis, and we follow this paradigm in our eort to synthesize inductive
lemmas. Guidance using counterexamples as a paradigm has been used in verication for nding
appropriate abstractions, where the abstractions are guided using counterexamples that depend
on the property being veried (e.g., in predicate abstraction (Namjoshi and Kurshan 2000)). In
synthesis of expressions, in general, the paradigm of counterexample guided inductive synthesis
has emerged as a powerful paradigm (Alur et al. 2015). We develop in this paper a technique for
synthesizing inductive lemmas using counterexample rst order models.
Let us assume that α , the theorem to be proved, is indeed valid. Let us also x our method for
FO-reasoning, as this turns out to be important. Our choice for FO-reasoning are those based on
quantier instantiation. Given a FO formula to check validity, we can instead check for satisability
of its negation, and Skolemize this negated formula to remove existential quantication. Let the
method FO-Reason(k) denote the method that systematically instantiates terms of depth k for
quantied variables, followed by checking satisability of the resulting quantier-free formula
(which is a decidable problem). We know that the method is complete, in the sense that if β is a
valid formula in FOL, then there is some k for which FO-Reason(k) will prove it valid (Lo¨ding et al.
2018; Madhusudan et al. 2012; Pek et al. 2014; Qiu et al. 2013; Suter et al. 2010).
Our lemma synthesis procedure would at any point have synthesized a set of (potentially useful)
lemmas that have been proven valid, and then look for a new lemma to help proving α , using two
kinds of counterexample models:
• e rst model is obtained from the failure of proving α from existing lemmas using pure
FO reasoning FO-Reason(k). We formulate constraints that demand that the synthesized
lemma help in some way in proving α , in the sense that this particular model at least will
not be a counterexample model for not being able to prove α using the additional new
lemma and FO-Reason(k) reasoning.
• e second class of models are obtained from previous lemmas that were synthesized but
whose PFP could not be proven using FO-Reason(k) reasoning. (Note that we have no idea
whether these lemmas are valid or not— we just know we can’t prove their PFP using
k-depth instantiation reasoning). We extract countermodels from such reasoning, and then
demand that newly synthesized lemmas cannot have PFPs that can be disproved using
these countermodels.
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e above two kinds of model-based restrictions narrow the space of lemmas that we want to
consider. In fact, the search for lemmas that satisfy the required properties with respect to the
above models can be formulated as syntax guided synthesis (SyGuS) problems (Alur et al. 2015,
2018). SyGuS is a synthesis format akin to SMT syntax, except that they formulate problems of
synthesizing expressions in a given grammar that satisfy logical constraints, rather than logical
satisability. is allows us to use state-of-the-art SyGuS solvers to aid in the search for lemmas.
Background theories and relative completeness: e techniques for inductive reasoning we develop
in this paper are considerably more complex than described above. First, for many applications
like program verication, it is important to handle some domains that are constrained to satisfy
certain theories, like arithmetic and sets (sets are important in heap-based verication in order to
talk about collections such as “set of keys stored in a list” and for heaplets for frame reasoning such
as “the set of heap locations that constitute list”). Consequently, we work in a framework where
there is a foreground sort and multiple background sorts, where background sorts are constrained
by theories and admit decision procedures for quantier-free formulas even for combined theories
(these are typically Nelson-Oppen combinations of theories supported by SMT solvers). In such
seings, the work in (Lo¨ding et al. 2018) proved that for certain fragments, systematic quantier
instantitation is still a complete procedure for FO reasoning. In particular, if we allow quantiers
over variables ranging over the foreground sort only, quantier instantiation is complete, and
furthermore, instantiation leads to decidable quantier-free formulas which, when not valid, result
in nite counterexample models. We hence restrict ourselves to proving theorems using lemmas
where both theorems and lemmas quantify only over the foreground sort.
Second, we show relative completeness results— we show that if there is a proof of theorem
involving a nite set of lemmas, as in the required form, then our procedure is guaranteed to nd
one. More precisely, there are two innities to explore— one is the search for lemmas and one is
the instantiation depth k chosen for nding proofs. As long as our procedure is run in a way that
dovetails fairly between the two innities (for any depth k , the procedure for nding lemmas with
depth k is run for an unbounded amount of time), then we are guaranteed to nd a proof. e
relevance of this theorem is it shows that the counterexamples we generate to guide the lemma
synthesis process is sound in that they do not eliminate lemmas that could help the theorem and
are valid.
Evaluation: We implement our relative complete procedure for a logic that combines a foreground
sort with background sorts, where the background sorts can be reasoned with in the quantier
free fragment using SMT solvers. We implement the proofs of lemmas and theorems as well as
model generation using custom built quantier instantiation and calls to the CVC4 SMT solver.
And implement the search for lemmas that satises the constraints with respect to nite models
using CVC4-Sy, a SyGuS solving engine. We show using a variety of examples, including several
taken from the work of heap reasoning for programs manipulating data-structures, that the method
is eective in nding lemmas that prove the required theorems. In particular, the work on natural
proofs for datastructures reported in (Qiu et al. 2013) works using quantier instantiation but
requires inductive lemmas wrien by the user. Our experiments include on the verication conditions
shows that these lemmas can be automatically synthesized.
e paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a high-level overview of our approach to
inductive lemma synthesis, spelling out the precise kinds of lemmas we synthesize, and a high-level
description of how counterexamples are constructed to aid the search for lemmas. Section 3 sets up
rst-order logic with recursive denitions (FO-RD), with a foreground sort of locations and several
background sorts/theories. Section 4 outlines two lemma synthesis algorithms in detail. Section 5
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illustrates how to realize these algorithms using a SyGuS solver for synthesis queries. Sections 6
and 7 describe technical details of our implementation and results respectively. Finally, Section 8
discusses related work and Section 9 concludes.
2 OVERVIEW OF INDUCTIVE LEMMA SYNTHESIS
We now give a technical overview of our lemma synthesis technique for performing induction
proofs. We will limit ourselves in this section to overviewing the technique when working over
FO+lfp without any background sorts/theories (i.e., where functions/relations/constants are all
uninterpreted but where equality does have the natural interpretation).
Assume for simplicity that we have only inductive relations given using recursive denitions (no
recursive functions) and assume that we want to prove a statement of the form φ : ∀®x .R(®x) ⇒ ψ (®x),
where R has a recursive denition R(®x) :=lfp ρ(®x ,R).
In order to prove a statement of the above form by induction, it turns out that it suces to prove
the following formula, which we call the PFP of φ:
∀®x . ρ(®x ,R ← R ∧ψ ) → ψ (®x)
e above was introduced in (Lo¨ding et al. 2018) and is similar Park induction (E´sik 1997), but a bit
stronger; intuitively, viewing ρ as a monotonic function on the laice of sets of tuples (wrt ⊆), the
above says thatψ is a pre-xpoint of this function. Hence if it is true, then φ must be true.
We look at the sub-proofs that are proved by induction as inductive lemmas that are proved using
the induction principle as above. A proof of a theorem α in FOL+lfp is really a proof aided by a set
of lemmas L where each lemma is proved by proving the PFP formula corresponding to it using
purely rst order logic. Furthermore, α itself is proved using pure rst order logic using the lemmas
in L.
More precisely, the structure of the proof of α is as follows:
• We identify a nite set of lemmas L = {L1, . . . ,Ln}. where each Li is of the form
∀®x . Ri (®x) ⇒ ψi (®x), where each Ri is a recursively dened relation and ψi is an arbitrary
FO formula over ®x .
• For each i ∈ [1,n], there is a purely rst-order logic proof of Li using earlier lemmas as
assumptions, i.e.,
{L1, . . . ,Li−1} `FOL ∀®x . ρ(®x ,Ri ← Ri ∧ψi ) ⇒ ψi
where ρ is the recursive denition of Ri
• ere is a purely rst-order logic proof of α with the lemmas as assumptions, i.e.,
{L1, . . . ,Ln} `FOL α
Note that the above proofs do not have any induction proof explicitly. e pure FO logic proofs
work under the assumption that each inductive relation R is simply a xpoint denition (not least
xpoint) of the form ∀®x . R(®x) ⇐⇒ ρ(®x). e fact that proving the PFP for Li is sucient proof
of Li is implicit. e PFP implying the lemma is the only part where induction is appealed to and
where the true least xpoint semantics of inductive denitions is used.
Synthesizing Inductive Lemmas. As mentioned in the introduction, we develop a counterexample
driven synthesis procedure for nding lemmas to prove the theorem, where counterexamples are
FO models.
Let us x a set of recursive denitions R and a theorem α we want to prove. Let each inductive
relation Ri ∈ R have a recursive denition Ri (®x) :=lfp ρi (®x ,R). Let us assume that α is indeed valid.
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Our choice for FO-reasoning are those based on quantier instantiation. Given a FO formula to
check validity, we can instead check for satisability of its negation, and Skolemize this negated
formula to remove existential quantication. As mentioned before, let the method FO-Reason(k)
denote the method that systematically instantiates terms of depthk for quantied variables, followed
by checking satisability of the resulting quantier-free formula (which is a decidable problem).
We know that the method is complete, in the sense that if β is a valid formula in FOL, then there is
some k for which FO-Reason(k) will prove it valid.
e rst aempt would be to prove α using purely FO reasoning. We do this by transforming
each inductive relation denition into a rst-order constraint: ∀®x . R(®x) ⇐⇒ ρi (®x ,R). Note that
these constraints only insist that the interpretation of the relations in R are such that they are
xpoints of the equation, rather than least xpoints. Since least xpoints are also xpoints, if we
prove α is valid under these constraints, we would have prove α also for the true denitions of R.
is is essentially the technique suggested by natural proofs (Lo¨ding et al. 2018; Madhusudan et al.
2012; Pek et al. 2014; Qiu et al. 2013; Suter et al. 2010).
However, α may not be provable as its FO approximation may not be valid even though α is
valid under least xpoint semantics for inductive relations. If this happens, then we know that
there is a model where each the relations in R are interpreted so that they satisfy their xpoint
constraints, but not their least xpoints, such that ¬α evaluates to true. Our goal is to extract a
lemma guided by such a model M . Note that since the model M is obtained as a counterexample
for a quantier-free formula, we are guaranteed that we can choose a model M that is nite. e
evaluation of recursive denitions in this model with respect to FO denitions and not the least
xpoint denitions, and we call M a pseudomodel.
For a lemma L to be (uniquely) helpful in proving the theorem, we would like L⇒ α , and even
provable using instantiation using terms of depth k . Consequently, it turns out that the lemma
should not hold in at least one of the instantiated terms in the pseudomodel. is guides the search
towards lemmas relevant to prove the theorem.
Once we synthesize a lemma L that satises the above constraints, we would want it of course
to be a valid lemma, and hence aempt to prove it by proving the PFP formula corresponding to it
using FO-Reason(k) reasoning. If the lemma is provable, then we have found a valid lemma that
has some promise towards proving the theorem, and we can add it to the bag of lemmas and repeat
checking whether the theorem is now provable.
However, if the lemma is not provable, we would like to move on to another lemma. Note that
the lemma may in fact be valid but not provable for many reasons (it may require more lemmas
proved by induction, or even by FO-valid but require more instantiation, or even be valid but not
provable as FO+lfp is inherently incomplete). Instead of simply skipping the lemma and moving to
the next, we propose to use the counterexample model obtained that witnesses why the lemma is
currently not provable in order to guide the synthesis of new lemmas. We consider the negation of
the PFP corresponding to the lemma, and check for satisability. Note that since we assumed that
the lemma is of the form ∀®x . R(®x) ⇒ ψ (®x), whereψ is quantier free, it’s negation can be wrien
as a quantier free formula for checking satisability, and we are guaranteed to get a nite model
satisfying it. We now insist that new lemmas L′ that we synthesize should not have a corresponding
PFP that is false on this model.
e above two notions of model based restrictions narrow the space of lemmas that we want to
consider. Since the models are nite, we can encode the constraints that newly proposed lemmas
must satisfy as simple quantier-free constraints. We can then frame the problem of search for
new lemmas as a syntax guided synthesis SyGuS) problem. Such SyGuS problems can be solved in
various ways explored in the literature and implemented by various synthesis tools.
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3 PRELIMINARIES: FIRST-ORDER LOGIC WITH RECURSIVE DEFINITIONS
We work with rst order logic with recursive denitions over a particular kind of universe that has
a single foreground sort and multiple background sorts. e idea is to have the foreground sort
(and functions and relations involving it) completely uninterpreted, while have background sorts
restricted by certain theories. Furthermore, we will allow recursive denitions only to be dened
on the foreground sort.
We encourage the reader to think of background sorts to include sorts such as arithmetic with
addition only, sets, sets of integers, etc., and, in practice in our experiments, theories that admit
decidable quantier-free fragments, both individually as well as in combination with each other
(using Nelson-Oppen type combinations (de Moura and Bjørner 2008; Nelson 1980)). antied
rst-order logic combinations of these theories is, of course, typically undecidable (rst order
logic over arithmetic with addition and uninterpreted functions is undecidable, for example). e
combination of these theories with a foreground uninterpreted universe is also typically undecidable,
and with recursive denitions of the foreground sort, is not even complete. In fact, even without
background theories, rst order logic with recursive denitions is incomplete and one cannot
expect a proof system to prove all theorems in this theory (Arbib 1987).
Formally, we work with a signature of the form Σ = (S ;C; F ;R), where S is a nite non-empty
set of sorts. C is a set of constant symbols, where each c ∈ C has some sort τ ∈ S . F is a set of
function symbols, where each function f ∈ F has a type of the form τ1 × . . . × τm → τ for some
m, with τi ,τ ∈ S . R is a set of relation symbols, where each relation R ∈ R has a type of the form
τ1 × . . . × τm .
We assume that the set of sorts contains a designated “foreground sort” denoted by σf. All the
other sorts in S are called background sorts, and for each such background sort σ we allow the
constant symbols of type σ , function symbols that have type σn → σ for some n, and relation
symbols have type σm for somem, to be constrained using an arbitrary theory Tσ . Functions and
relations that involve multiple background sorts (but not the foreground sort) can also assumed to
be constrained by some (not necessarily complete) theory T .
We consider standard rst-order logic (FO) over such signatures (see (Lo¨ding et al. 2018) for
more details).
Recursive Denitions. Some of the relations in R over the foreground sort can have recursive
denitions, which are given in a set D of denitions the form R(®x) :=lfp ρR (®x), where R ∈ R and
ρR (®x) is a rst-order logic formula in which the relation symbols that have a recursive denition in
D occur only positively. We assume D has at most one denition for any relation R ∈ R. By abuse
of notation we write R ∈ D to indicate that R has a recursive denition.
e semantics of recursively dened relations are dened to be the least xpoint (LFP) that
satises the relational equations (the condition that each recursive denition only refers positively
to recursively dened relations ensures that the least xpoint exists, see (Lo¨ding et al. 2018) for
more details).
Example 3.1. Let n be a unary function symbol of sort σf → σf , i.e., from the foreground sort to
the foreground sort. Let nil be a constant of sort σf . Let list be a unary relation with the recursive
denition:
list(x) :=lfp (x = nil) ∨ list(n(x))
en in a model M that correctly interprets list as the LFP of this denition, list is true for precisely
those (foreground) elements that correspond to nite lists with n as next pointer.
A model that correctly interprets the relations from D as LFP of their recursive denitions is
called an LFP model. For an FO formula α and a set Φ of FO formulas we write Φ ∪ D |=LFP α if α
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is true in all LFP models of Φ. e recursive denitions in D can also be interpreted as standard
FO formulas ∀®x .R(®x) ↔ ρR (®x). We write Φ ∪ D |=FO α if α is true in all models of Φ in which the
relations R ∈ D satisfy the FO version of the recursive denitions.
Inductive Proofs. Our goal is to provide algorithms that prove an FO formula α given a nite
set A of assumptions (or axioms) and a set D of recursive denitions. So we want to show that
A ∪ D |=LFP α . We want to do so bY using rst order reasoning. Clearly, if A ∪ D |=FO α , then
also A ∪D |=LFP α . However, the other direction is not true in general. e idea of our approach
using intermediate lemmas for nding a proof of α is described in Section 2. Below we provide
some denitions, notations, and results used in later sections.
A lemma is of the form L = ∀x¯ .R(x¯) → ψ (x¯) for a quantier-free formulaψ and a relation R ∈ D.
e following induction principle for the lemma L (called strong induction principle in (Lo¨ding
et al. 2018)) expresses the fact that if ψ (x¯) denes a pre-xpoint of the recursive denition of R,
then the lemma is valid.
IP(L) := PFP(L) → L with PFP(L) := ∀x¯ .ρR (x¯ ,R ← (ψ ∧ R)) → ψ (x¯)
where ρR (x¯ ,R ← (ψ ∧ R)) is the formula obtained from ρR (x¯) by replacing every occurrence of
R(t1, . . . , tk ) for terms t1, . . . , tk in ρR byψ (t1, . . . , tk ) ∧ R(t1, . . . , tk ).
e following lemma expresses that the induction principle can indeed be used to prove a lemma
correct in the LFP semantics. It is an easy consequence of the denitions of LFP semantics, see
(Lo¨ding et al. 2018) for a formal proof.
Lemma 3.2. If A ∪D |=FO PFP(L) then A ∪D |=LFP L.
If A ∪ D |=FO PFP(L) we say that L is inductive for A ∪ D. If A and D are clear from the
context, we omit them and just say that L is inductive.
Consider a set L = {L1, . . . ,Ln} of lemmas. We say that L proves α if A ∪ D ∪ L |=FO α and
the lemmas are valid in LFP semantics, i.e., A ∪D |=LFP Li for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}.
e aim of the algorithms presented in this paper is to discover such a set of lemmas that prove
α . We consider dierent scenarios, explained below.
We call L a set of independent inductive lemmas if A ∪D |=FO PFP(Li ) for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}.
e term “independent” refers to the fact that each Li can be shown by induction without the help
of other lemmas.
We call (L1, . . . ,Ln) a sequence of inductive lemmas if A ∪D ∪ {L1, . . . ,Li−1} |=FO PFP(Li ) for
each i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. Here, Li is only inductive if the lemmas L1, . . . ,Li−1 are already given. is is
the seing described in Section 2.
e second algorithm that we present in Section 4 tries to synthesize a sequence of inductive
lemmas for proving α . It does so by using induction principles of lemmas for which it does not nd
an inductive proof. It might happen that these induction principles prove α without the algorithm
being able to prove the actual lemmas valid. Hence, we also dene the following notion.
Let IP = {IP(L′1), . . . , IP(L′m)} be a set of induction principles for lemmas L′1, . . . ,L′m . We say
that L and IP prove α if A ∪ D ∪ L ∪ IP |=FO α , and as before the lemmas are valid in LFP
semantics, i.e., A ∪D |=LFP Li for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}.
We illustrate the dierence between induction principles and lemmas proving α for an (articial)
example situation.
Example 3.3. Consider the denition of list from above. Add two constants c1, c2 to the signature,
and two recursive denitions list1 and list2:
list1(x) :=lfp (x = nil) ∨ ((list1(n(x)) ∧ (c1 = c2 → x , c1))
list2(x) :=lfp (x = nil) ∨ ((list2(n(x)) ∧ (c1 , c2 → x , c1))
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So both are dened as list with the only dierence that the recursion stops at c1 for list1 if c1 = c2,
and for list2 if c1 , c2.
Take α = ∀x .list(x) → (list1(x) ∨ list2(x)). is is certainly true in LFP semantics because if
c1 = c2, then list2 is the same as list, otherwise list1 is the same as list. Consider the lemmas
L1 = ∀x .list(x) → list1(x) and L2 = ∀x .list(x) → list2(x). For each lemma, there are clearly LFP
models in which the lemma does not hold (if c1 = c2 and list(c1), then L1 is false, similarly for L2).
However, we have that A ∪D ∪ {IP(L1), IP(L2)} |=FO α because on each model either PFP(L1) or
PFP(L2) is satised.
is illustrates that provability by induction principles does not yield provability by lemmas (at
least not directly). e other direction, however, is always true, as stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.4. If (L1, . . . ,Ln) is an inductive sequence of lemmas that prove α , then also the set
IP = {IP(L1), . . . , IP(Ln)} proves α .
Proof. If IP does not prove α , then there is a model M of A ∪ D ∪ IP ∪ {¬α } (in the FO
semantics). Since the lemmas from the sequence (L1, . . . ,Ln) prove α , one of the lemmas Li has to
be false on M . Since IP(Li ) is true on M , we obtain that PFP(Li ) is false on M . If i is the smallest
index such that Li is false on M , then we get a contradiction to the fact that (L1, . . . ,Ln) is an
inductive sequence of lemmas, and hence A ∪D ∪ {L1, . . . ,Li−1} |=FO PFP(Li ). 
Natural Proofs. For proofs in the FO semantics we use the framework of natural proofs, which is
based on instantiation of universally quantied formulas.
Let Φ be a set of formulas of the form ∀x¯ .η(x¯) with all variables in x¯ of foreground sort, and η(x¯)
quantier free. We sometimes omit the quantiers, and just refer to the formula as η(x¯), implicitly
assuming that the free variables in η are quantied universally.
For a set T of ground terms of foreground sort, we denote by Φ[T ] the set of all quantier free
formulas that are obtained by instantiating the formulas from Φ by the terms in T , i.e.,
Φ[T ] := {η(t¯/x¯) | η(x¯) ∈ Φ and t¯ a tuple of terms from T }
By Tk (Φ) we denote the set of all ground terms of depth at most k over the signature of Φ.
We use the following completeness result for natural proofs shown in (Lo¨ding et al. 2018) (it can
be seen as a version of Herbrand’s theorem in the presence of background theories). It states that
for an unsatisable set of (universal) formulas already the set of quantier free formulas obtained
from instantiation by terms to some depth k is unsatisable.
Theorem 3.5. If Φ is unsatisable, then there exists a k such that Φ[Tk (Φ)] is unsatisable.
Skolemization. We assume that the set Φ that is instantiated consist only of universal formulas. In
the algorithms presented in Section 4, we sometimes have to extend Φ be the negation of a universal
formula, for example a formula ¬PFP(L). en the universal quantiers become existential, and we
have to use Skolemization, which means in this seing that the existentially quantied variables
are replaced by constants. We sometimes write ¬PFP(L[c¯]) to explicitly refer to these constants.
e induction principle for L is of the form PFP(L) → L, which is ¬PFP(L) ∨ L as a disjunction.
So also if we add an induction principle to a set of formulas that is instantiated, then the part
¬PFP(L) is also Skolemized. We sometimes use the notation IP(L, c¯) to indicate that the constants
c¯ are used for the Skolemization of the ¬PFP(L) part of the formula.
Note that this Skolemization extends the signature by new constants, so the instantiation to
depth k needs to consider more terms when a Skolemized formula is added.
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4 TWO LEMMA SYNTHESIS ALGORITHMS
We consider the seing in which we are given a set A of universally quantied FO formulas
(the axioms or assumptions), and a set D of recursive denitions, and a universally quantied
FO formula α (the target, or sometimes called the verication condition or VC). All the universal
quantiers range over the foreground sort (and there are no other quantiers).
e goal is nd a proof ofA∪D |=LFP α by the help of inductive lemmas and induction principles,
as explained in Sections 2 and 3.
We propose two algorithms. For the rst algorithm we can show a completeness result (eo-
rem 4.1) in the case that α can be proven by an set of independent inductive lemmas (as dened in
Section 3).
e second algorithm is stronger because we also have a completeness result (eorem 4.2) for
the case that α can be proven by a sequence of inductive lemmas. However, in this algorithm the
set of formulas to be instantiated can quickly blow up (the size of the set of formulas and also the
signature because Skolemization adds new constants).
For this reason we present both algorithms. In our implementation and evaluation we have only
considered the rst algorithm. We also note that the algorithms use instantiation by all terms of
depth k . In (Lo¨ding et al. 2018) a more economic way of instantiating formulas is considered. We
can adapt our algorithms to this seing by small modications such that the eorems 4.1 and 4.2
still hold. We have decided to present the simpler versions because the modications are, though
conceptually not very dicult, a bit technical.
4.1 Sets of Independent Lemmas
e algorithm for lemma synthesis that we propose is shown in Figure 1. It uses
• a set L of lemmas that have been discovered and are provable by induction,
• for each relation R ∈ D a setMR of models that are used as witnesses if a lemma has no
inductive proof, and
• a set G of “good” models that satisfy the axioms and the recursive denitions in the LFP
semantics.
At the beginning, no lemma has been discovered and no inductive proof has been aempted, so
the sets L andMR are empty. e algorithm then checks (line (4)) whether the target sentence α
can be shown by natural proofs of depth k from the given axioms and recursive denitions: the
condition SAT(Φα [Tk (Φα )]) of the while loop tests if the set Φ := A ∪ D ∪ {¬α } instantiated to
depth k is satisable.
If Φα [Tk (Φα )] is unsatisable, this means that we have found a proof for α (if this happens at the
beginning, then α can be shown without any lemma). Otherwise, a model M of Φα [Tk (Φα )] is used
in order to guide the search for a lemma that might help in the proof. e model M is a witness
of the fact that α cannot be shown by natural proofs of depth k from A and D and the current
set of lemmas. So the goal is to identify a new lemma that eliminates the model M . is model M
consists of
• at setUk of elements that correspond to terms inTk (Φα ) on which Φα has been instantiated,
• and maybe some further elements. We only work the Uk part of the model because on the
other elements the axioms and recursive denitions have not been instantiated.
e loop starting at line (8) then searches for a suitable lemma. Line (9) asks for a lemma L(x¯) =
∀x¯ .R(x¯) → ψ (x¯) with the following properties:
(a) L is false on some the instantiated elements from Uk . If we can prove such a lemma, then
we can eliminate the current model M that witnesses that α is not provable.
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Lemma-Synthesis(A,D,α ,k)
Input: axioms A, recursive denitions D, formula α , instantiation depth k
(1) L := ∅ andMR := ∅ for each R ∈ D
(2) Compute a set G of models such that G |=LFP A ∪D for all G ∈ G
(3) Φα := A ∪D ∪ {¬α }
(4) While (SAT(Φα [Tk (Φα )]))
(5) get model M |= Φα [Tk (Φα )]
(6) Uk := {JtKM | t ∈ Tk (Φα )}
(7) found-next-lemma := false
(8) While (not found-next-lemma)
(9) get lemma L(x¯) = ∀x¯ .R(x¯) → ψ (x¯) satisfying the constraints
(a) M 6 |= L[u¯] for some tuple u¯ of elements from Uk
(b) MR |= PFP(L[c¯R ]) for each MR ∈ MR
(c) G |= L(x¯) for all G ∈ G
(10) If no such lemma exists, stop and output: no proof found
(11) ΦL := A ∪D ∪ L ∪ {¬PFP(L[c¯R ])}
(12) If (SAT(ΦL[Tk (ΦL)])) Then
(13) add a model M ′ of ΦL[Tk (ΦL)] toMR
(14) Else
(15) Φα := Φα ∪ {L}; L := L ∪ {L}
(16) MR := ∅ for each R ∈ D
(17) found-next-lemma := true
Output: set L of lemmas that prove α
Fig. 1. Algorithm for synthesis of lemmas that prove the target α .
(b) L is a candidate for an inductive proof: the current models MR ∈ MR do not witness
that an inductive proof for L would fail. Formally, this is expressed by MR |= PFP(L[c¯R ]).
e model MR has been created for a lemma L′(x¯) = ∀x¯ .R(x¯) → ψ ′(x¯) as a witness that
currently there is no inductive proof for L′. at is, MR |= ¬PFP(L′[c¯R ]).
So constraint (b) ensures that L′ is not proposed again. And furthermore, it is used to speed
up the search because we do not need to aempt proving lemmas by induction that already
fail on MR .
(c) e set G of models is used in order to eliminate false lemmas more quickly: we look for a
lemma that is satised on all the models in G. is part is optional, and in our experiments
it turned out that these constraints oen cause too much overhead.
If no such lemma exists, then our algorithm is not able to prove α and stops.
If such a lemma L exists, then it is checked if natural proofs of depth k can show that there is an
inductive proof for L. If this proof does not succeed (ΦL[Tk (ΦL)] is satisable), then we obtain a
model that falsies PFP(L) on the constants c¯R . is model is added toMR , and a new lemma has
to be found (because of the new model inMR , L does not satisfy constraint (b) anymore).
If the proof succeeds (ΦL[Tk (ΦL)] is unsatisable), then we add L to L and to Φα , reset the sets
MR of models, and exit the inner loop. en the procedure restarts with the updated set of lemmas.
is algorithm is a heuristic for nding lemmas that prove α . If the algorithm terminates with a
set of lemmas as output, then these clearly prove α by the termination condition of the outer loop.
However, it might be that the algorithm terminates without nding a proof for α , or that it runs
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forever. Under the assumption that there is a set of independent inductive lemmas that prove α , we
can show that the algorithm will nd a set of lemmas proving α if the instantiation depth is big
enough. So dovetailing for executions of the algorithm with increasing instantiation depths will
nd a set of lemmas that prove α .
is relative completeness of the algorithm is stated in eorem 4.1 below. We need to make the
assumption that the procedure that selects the lemmas in line (9) of the algorithm is fair in the sense
that no lemma is ignored forever. More formally, we assume that for each lemma L, there is only a
nite set of lemmas that might be selected before L. If L is a candidate (satises the constraints),
and none of the lemmas that might be selected before L is a candidate, then the procedure will
select L. is is, for example, the case if a smallest lemma is selected according to some complexity
measure for lemmas.
Theorem 4.1. If α is provable fromA and D by a nite set of independent inductive lemmas, then
there is an instantiation depth k such that the algorithm from Figure 1 terminates and returns a set L
of lemmas proving α .
Proof. A lemma L is only added to L if it is valid in the LFP semantics. So if the while loop
terminates, then L proves α . Note that L needs not to be a set of independent inductive lemmas
(since the algorithm checks if a new lemma can be proved with the help of the already discovered
lemmas). So the algorithm might also discover more general proofs.
Assume that α is provable from A and D by a set Lˆ = {L1, . . . ,Ln} of independent inductive
lemmas. Let us rst x the instantiation depth k that is required.
e sets Φi := A ∪D ∪ {¬PFP(Li )} and Φ := A ∪D ∪ Lˆ ∪ {¬α } are unsatisable because Lˆ is
a set of independent inductive lemmas proving α . By completeness of natural proofs (eorem 3.5),
there is some k such that each of the instantiated sets Φ[Tk (Φ)] and Φi [Tk (Φi )] for i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} is
unsatisable. We show that for this k the algorithm nds a set L of lemmas proving α .
Assume that one of the lemmas L = Li from Lˆ is selected in line (9). en the algorithm adds L
to L because Φi [Tk (Φi )] is unsatisable (as explained above), and Φi [Tk (Φi )] ⊆ ΦL[Tk (ΦL)] for the
set ΦL dened in line (11). erefore, also ΦL[Tk (ΦL)] is unsatisable.
us, it suces to show that each lemma Li will eventually be selected in line (9), or the algorithm
terminates with another set of lemmas (which then proves α by the termination condition of the
algorithm).
We show that as long as the algorithm has not terminated, there always is a lemma Li that
satises the constraints. By our assumption on the fairness of the lemma selection in line (9), this
is sucient for one of the Li to be selected eventually, for the following reason: By the assumption,
there are only nitely many lemmas that might be selected before one of L1, . . . ,Ln . Whenever a
lemma L is selected that is not from L1, . . . ,Ln , then it must be from this nite set. If L is provable,
then it is added to L and thus will never be a candidate again (because of constraint (a) and the fact
that M satises all lemmas in L on the setUk ). If L is not provable, then a model witnessing the
non-provability of L is added to the corresponding setMR . en L will not satisfy the constraint (b)
anymore in the next execution of the inner loop. So in each execution of the inner loop, the set of
possible candidates that can be selected before L1, . . . ,Ln is reduced. If the inner loop terminates,
the setsMR are reset but the discovered lemma that is added to L is permanently removed from
the list of candidates. Hence, eventually one of the lemmas Li will be selected, given that always
one of the Li satises all the constraints.
First note that each Li satises (c) because the models in G are LFP models, and each Li is
inductive and thus holds in all LFP models of A ∪D.
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Assume that some Li does not satisfy (b). en there is a model MR ∈ MR of ¬PFP(Li [c¯]). e
way the models inMR are constructed ensures that MR is a model of the depth k instantiations
of A and D, and thus of Φi [Tk (Φi )]. is contradicts the fact that Φi [Tk (Φi )] is unsatisable (see
above). Hence, each Li satises (b).
Now assume that no Li satises (a). en M |= Li [u¯] for all tuples u¯ of elements from Uk and
all Li . e setUk corresponds to the set of terms in Tk (Φα ). e signature of Φα in the algorithm
is the same as the signature of the set Φ dened above because the lemmas do not change the
signature (the signature only changes by Skolemization of a formula but the lemmas need not to be
Skolemized). Hence Tk (Φα ) = Tk (Φ).
us, M is a model of Φ[Tk (Φ)], contradicting the fact that Φ[Tk (Φ)] is unsatisable. erefore
one of the Li must satisfy (a). is Li then satises all the constraints 
4.2 Sequences of Inductive Lemmas and Induction Principles
As eorem 4.1 shows, the algorithm from Figure 1 nds a proof of α if α can be shown by a set of
independent inductive lemmas. e algorithm might also nd proofs by sequences of inductive
lemmas. However, we cannot guarantee in general that such a proof is found if it exists. We rst
give an idea why the algorithm might get stuck, and then present an algorithm that can nd such
more general proofs.
Assume that α can be shown by a sequence (L1,L2) of two lemmas. So L1 is inductive forA∪D,
and L2 is inductive forA∪D∪{L1}. Now L1 might be be true on the model M while L2 is false. is
means that L2 satises constraint (a) but L1 does not. en L2 might be selected by the algorithm.
e inductive proof fails because L2 is only inductive when L1 is already given. So a corresponding
model is added to the appropriate setMR for witnessing that L2 currently has no inductive proof.
e model M is not changed (it is only updated when a new valid lemma is discovered). Hence, L1
still does not satisfy constraint (a) and is thus not a candidate. So we cannot guarantee that L1 is
found by the algorithm.
In order to solve this problem, we have to update the model M itself aer the inductive proof for
L2 has failed. So we do not use the setsMR of models but rather ask for a new model M on which
L2 is either true (on the instantiated terms) or not inductive. is is precisely what is expressed by
the induction principle for L2, and so we add it to the set of formulas from which M is constructed.
ese induction principles are collected in the set IP in line (11) of the algorithm shown in Figure 2.
e induction principle is of the form
∀x¯ .¬PFP(L2[c¯]) ∨ L2(x¯)
e formula ¬PFP(L2[c¯]) is quantier free because the negation turns the universal quantiers of
PFP(L2) into existential quantiers, which are then replaced by fresh constants c¯ (Skolemization).
ese constants are added to the signature, and are collected in the set CR (line (12)) because they
are used in the new constraint (b) as explained below. In order to make the constants that are used
in the induction principles explicit, we use the notation IP(L, c¯L) in line (11), where c¯L is a tuple of
fresh constants introduced for the lemma L.
We have to ensure that that L2 is not proposed again as a candidate lemma. By constraint (a),
which is the same as in the rst algorithm, this could only happen if L2 is false on some instantiated
tuple of elements of M . Since M satises the induction principle for L2 on the instantiated elements,
this means that M |= ¬PFP(L2[c¯]). Constraint (b) ensures that we only select lemmas L such that
M |= ¬PFP(L[c¯]) for the constants in CR , and thus L2 is not a candidate on the new model M .
Similarly to the rst algorithm, the sets IP and CR are reset whenever a new lemma is found.
For the following relative completeness result we make the same assumption on the fairness
of the lemma selection procedure as for the rst algorithm: for each lemma L, if L is a candidate
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Induction-Principle-Synthesis(A,D,α ,k)
Input: axioms A, recursive denitions D, formula α , instantiation depth k
(1) IP := ∅ and CR := ∅ for each R ∈ D
(2) Φα := A ∪D ∪ {¬α }
(3) Compute a set G of models such that G |=LFP A ∪D for all G ∈ G
(4) While (SAT(Φα [Tk (Φα )]))
(5) get model M |= Φα [Tk (Φα )]
(6) Uk := {JtKM | t ∈ Tk (Φα )}
(7) get lemma L(x¯) = ∀x¯ .R(x¯) → ψ (x¯) satisfying the constraints
(a) M 6 |= L[u¯] for some tuple u¯ of elements from Uk
(b) M |= PFP(L[c¯]) for each c¯ ∈ CR
(c) G |= L(x¯) for all G ∈ G
(8) c¯L tuple of fresh constants of same arity as R
(9) ΦL := A ∪D ∪ L ∪ {¬PFP(L[c¯L])}
(10) If (SAT(ΦL[Tk (ΦL)])) Then
(11) IP := IP ∪ {IP(L, c¯L)}
(12) CR := CR ∪ {c¯L}
(13) Else
(14) L := L ∪ {L};
(15) IP := ∅
(16) CR := ∅ for each R ∈ D
(17) Φα := A ∪D ∪ L ∪ IP ∪ {¬α };
Output: sets L of lemmas and IP of induction principles that prove α
Fig. 2. Algorithm for synthesis of lemmas and induction principles that prove the target α
(satises the constraints), then there are only nitely many other lemmas that might be selected
instead of L.
Theorem 4.2. If α is provable from A and D by a nite sequence of inductive lemmas, then there
is an instantiation depth k such that the algorithm from Figure 2 terminates and returns a set L of
lemmas and a set IP of induction principles proving α .
Proof. e proof is along the same lines as the one for eorem 4.1. All lemmas that are added
to L are valid in LFP semantics, as for the rst algorithm. So if the algorithm terminates it has
found a set L and a set IP as claimed in the statement of the theorem.
Assume that α is provable from A and D by a nite sequence (L1, . . . ,Ln) of inductive lemmas.
Let
• Φi := A ∪D ∪ {L1, . . . ,Li−1} ∪ {¬PFP(Li )} for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, and
• Φ := A ∪D ∪ {IP(L1), . . . , IP(Ln)} ∪ {¬α }.
e sets Φi are unsatisable because (L1, . . . ,Ln) is a sequence of inductive lemmas. e set Φ is
unsatisable because (L1, . . . ,Ln) is a sequence of inductive lemmas and L1, . . . ,Ln prove α (see
Lemma 3.4).
By completeness of natural proofs (eorem 3.5), there is a k such that the sets Φ[Tk (Φ)] and
Φi [Tk (Φi )] for each i are unsatisable. We choose this k as instantiation depth for the algorithm.
We show that in each round one of the lemmas Li is a candidate. By the assumption on the
fairness of the lemma selection this is sucient: ere are only nitely many other lemmas that can
be selected if any of the Li is a candidate. Whenever a new lemma L is added to L, then this nite
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Fig. 3. Realization using SMT and SyGuS
set decreases because L will never be a candidate again (L does not satisfy (a) anymore, with the
same reasoning as in the proof of eorem 4.1). As long as no new lemma is added to L, the set IP
of induction principles increases. And if IP(L) ∈ IP, then L is not a candidate because it cannot
satisfy constraint (a) and (b) at the same time. Hence, one of the Li will be selected eventually.
For showing that there is an Li satisfying all constraints, rst note that each Li satises (c)
because the models in G are LFP models, and each Li is valid in the LFP semantics.
Now assume that no Li satises (a). en all Li are true on all the instantiated elements Uk .
But then M is a model of Φ[Tk (Φ)], which is unsatisable. So there is at least one Li that satises
constraint (a). Take the minimal i such that Li satises (a). Assume that Li does not satisfy
(b). en there is a tuple c¯ ∈ CR for the appropriate R such that M |= ¬PFP(Li [c¯]). By the
choice of i , for each j < i , lemma Lj is satised on all elements in Uk . us, M |= Φi [Tk (Φi )],
contradicting the unsatisability of Φi [Tk (Φi )]. Note that the signature of Φi contains constants
from the Skolemization of ¬PFP(Li ). ese constants are interpreted as the tuple c¯ in M .
Hence, one of the Li satises the constraints, and thus is eventually selected. Once all Li are in
L, the algorithm terminates (or it terminates with a dierent proof of α ). 
5 REALIZATION USING SMT AND SYGUS
In this section, we will detail a way to realize our approach using an SMT solver and a SyGuS
solver. We assume that the reader is familiar with SMT solvers, which take as input a set of boolean
rst-order constraints wrien in a combination of theories and determine if the constraints are
satisable, i.e., if there exists an assignment to the free variables that makes all the constraints
true. SMT solvers excel at handling quantier-free constraints (which for several combinations of
theories are decidable), but there is some measure of success at handling quantied constraints as
well. We will see that all formulae given to the SMT solver are quantier-free in our realization.
ese solvers also typically produce a satisfying assignment to the variables used in the constraints.
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We assume such an SMT solver, and will refer to the satisfying assignment as a model because the
satisfying assignment provides an interpretation for both variables and (uninterpreted) function
symbols.
Syntax-Guided Synthesis (SyGuS) (Alur et al. 2015) has emerged as a powerful framework for
specifying synthesis problems. A SyGuS specication is a pair (G,φ(x)) of a grammar and a formula,
both interpreted over a theory T. e formula is built from symbols in T as well as a special function
symbol f that denotes a placeholder for the solution. An expression e is said to be a solution to the
SyGuS problem if e belongs to the language dened by the grammarG and ∀x .φ(x)[f ← [ e] is valid.
We will refer to the formula φ as the constraints in a SyGuS problem. Note that the constraints
imposed byφ are essentially semantic in nature, whereas the grammar imposes syntactic constraints
on the solution. In our work we focus more on the semantic constraints. A SyGuS solver takes as
input one or more function symbols to synthesize expressions for, a grammar for each of them,
and a set of constraints that the expressions synthesized for these symbols must satisfy. Any free
variables are interpreted to be universally quantied. We will see that all formulae given to the
SyGuS solver do not have any free variables in our realization.
Our strategy for realizing our approach using an SMT solver and a SyGuS solver is given in
Figure 3. It is based on the algorithm in Section 4.1 and we will use the same symbols to denote
some of the components, as well as refer to the blocks in Figure 3. e pipeline has the following
broad ow: we begin with a Verication Condition (VC) α wrien in quantier-free FO-RD that
we would like to prove valid, and we go through several rounds of lemma proposal using a SyGuS
solver in order to nd a set of lemmas L that help us prove the VC. is proof of VC validity is
done using an SMT solver in the VC Validity Check block and is typically phrased as a satisability
query on the negation of the VC. If this succeeds we are done. If this fails, we appeal to a SyGuS
solver to produce a lemma from a grammar that we provide as part of the input, giving it the
satisfying model M from our aempt to prove the VC using the Finite Model Extraction block.
We also provide constraints to the SyGuS solver (line 9 in Figure 1) that mandate that the lemma
proposed during the next round must help in proving the VC via the Usefulness Constraints block.
We obtain the result from the SyGuS query and check the lemma for validity with least xpoint
(lfp) semantics in the Lemma validity and Inductiveness Check block. is step is also done using
an SMT solver and a quantier-free set of constraints. If the lemma is unprovable as valid in lfp
using our strategy and the SMT solver, we will get a model MR (recall that we negate a universally
quantied validity query and ask for satisability) which we provide to the SyGuS solver as well as
a set of constraints through the Inductiveness Constraints block to ensure that this lemma is not
proposed during the next round (line 9). If the proposed lemma is valid, we add it to the set of valid
lemmas L collected hitherto and check if they are useful in proving the VC valid. At this point we
reach the beginning of the cycle which we will continue until timeout or the VC is proved. When
the VC is proved valid we output the set of valid lemmas that were discovered during the process.
Note that we do not determine which of these were actually useful in proving the VC, but we defer
addressing this nuance. If during any round the SyGuS solver does not return a lemma we exit
with a failure and cannot prove the VC. eorem 4.1 states that this ow will eventually terminate
if the VC is indeed provable by a nite set of lemmas whose expression form belong to the given
grammar, are provable using our particular lemma proving technique, and whose use along with
with our particular VC validity technique will prove the VC.
In addition, we also proposed the use of certain “true” or “good” lfp models G in the SyGuS
constraints in order to eliminate the proposal of simple invalid lemmas (Finite LFP Model Generation
in Figure 3). Such models are also required to satisfy the axioms of the problem, and will therefore
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be informed by any valid lemmas L discovered as we will generate only true lfp models that also
satisfy L in the subsequent round of lemma proposal.
We describe each of these components in more detail below. However, there are several technical
details that are important to implementing this ow. We report on the implementation itself in
Section 6 and the evaluation of it in Section 7. Since the VC is wrien in FO-RD and we want to
use an SMT solver, we need a technique that provides that enables such a reasoning mechanism.
ere are several options, but in our implementation we choose the quantier instantiation scheme
outlined in the work on Natural Proofs (Lo¨ding et al. 2018; Pek et al. 2014; Qiu et al. 2013). is
causes several subtleties involving quantier instantiation that must be handled to ensure the
correctness of our algorithm. ere are also issues involving the extraction of a nite model from a
potentially innite model (a satisfying model for a query can be an innite model in general). We
will address these in Section 6.
5.1 VC Validity Check and Usefulness Constraints
Let α be a quantier-free formula, along with axioms A that are both wrien in FO-RD with
recursive denitionsD. ifα is valid given the valid lemmasL discovered so far, i.e.,D,A,L |=LFP α ,
then we are done. Otherwise, we get a satisfying model M such that M |=LFP D ∧ A ∧ L ∧ ¬α .
Note that M satises the formula on the right in FO-RD. We simplify the presentation by assuming
that we are searching for one (or one more in general) lemma L in order to prove the VC. If it
were the case that M |=LFP L, then it cannot be that M |=LFP α , as we have by assumption that
D,A,L,L |=LFP α . erefore, we have that M 6 |=LFP L. Given quantier-free constraints, as indeed
we do, it is possible to extract a nite model from M that behaves the same way with respect to FO
satisability (see Section 6). Let the elements of such a nite model be {e1, e2, . . . , en}. From the
above discussion, we will add the following constraints to the SyGuS query in the next round:
¬lemma(e1) ∨ ¬lemma(e2) . . . ∨ ¬lemma(en) (1)
where lemma is the name of the function that the SyGuS solver is asked to synthesize. We
assume in the above constraint that the lemma is synthesized over one variable, i.e., the lemma is
universally quantied over one variable. We can generalize this by using all k-tuples of elements
from {e1, e2, . . . , en} for a lemma that quanties over k variables. is constraint ensures that
the lemma proposed in the next round will be false on the model generated in this round. More
generally, since the model is constrained by the axioms and recursive denitions, we hypothesize
that this also avoids proposing lemmas that are unhelpful in ways similar to L, i.e., based on equality
of terms in the model M .
5.2 Lemma Lfp Validity Check and Inductiveness constraints
Let L be a lemma proposed by the SyGuS solver that is interpreted in FO-RD with axioms A,
recursive denitions D and lemmas L. As mentioned in Section 1, we can think of proving the
lemma in FO-RD as proving the PFP formula, i.e., the induction step. In particular, in our work we
consider lemmas of the form ∀x¯ .R(x) → ψ (x) for a quantier-free formulaψ and a relation R ∈ D.
e PFP formula is then PFP(R,L) = ∀x .ρR (x ,R ← (ψ ∧ R)) → ψ (x) where ρR (x ,R) is the body
of the recursive denition R. If the lemma is not provable, we get a model MR that witnesses the
falsehood of the PFP formula. We then do the opposite of what we did for the model obtained from
the VC validity check: we ask for a lemma whose PFP is true on MR . Let us assume for simplicity
that the lemma only quanties over one variable. e constraint is then:
MR |=FO ∀x . PFP(lemma)(x)
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To realize this as a constraint to the SyGuS solver, we make two simplications. Similarly as above,
we extract a nite model from MR whose elements are {d1,d2, . . . ,dn}. However, we cannot know
the PFP of L without knowing the structure of L. We approach this by modifying the SyGuS query.
If we know the recursive denition R, and ask for the formulaψ to be synthesized using the function
symbol lemmarhs, then it is possible to write the PFP formula purely in terms of these two symbols:
PFP(R, lemmarhs) = ∀x .ρR (x ,R ← (lemmarhs ∧ R)) → lemmarhs(x)
which is a formula that we can use to phrase the PFP constraint for L:
PFPSy(R) = PFP(R, lemmarhs)(d1) ∧ PFP(R, lemmarhs)(d2) ∧ . . . ∧ PFP(R, lemmarhs)(dn)
Since we don’t know which of the n recursive denitions in D will be on the le-hand side of the
lemma, we simply ask for the synthesis of another function that produces a number from 1 through
n called lemmalhs and write the following SyGuS constraint that asserts PFPSy for each Ri if it is
chosen to be the le-hand side of the lemma:
n∧
i=1
(lemmalhs = i ⇒ PFPSy(Ri )) (2)
is is the nal constraint that we give to the SyGuS solver, obtained from the “countermodels”
generated while trying to prove proposed lemmas.
5.3 True LfpModels and Constraints
We propose the use of true lfp models that eliminate many invalid lemmas from being proposed.
Such a modelG is a nite model whose valuation of recursive denitions is consistent with the least
xpoint semantics. Since we want our universally quantied lemma to be valid in all lfp models,
we then provide the following constraint to the SyGuS solver:
G |=FO ∀x .lemma(x)
where we have assumed as above that the lemma quanties only over one variable.
Since we generate only nite models as described above, the constraint can be wrien without
quantiers. Let the elements of G be {д1,д2, . . . ,дn}. en we have:
lemma(д1) ∧ lemma(д2) ∧ . . . ∧ lemma(дn)
5.4 SyGuSery and the Universal Model
e nal discussion in this section will be about the query that we give to the SyGuS solver. e idea
is to use the models discovered from various proof aempts, and constrain the synthesis of a lemma
that has desired properties on these models. is may sound similar to a Programming-By-Example
(PBE) setup (Gulwani 2011, 2016; Gulwani and Jain 2017), but is slightly dierent because the
constraints are not phrased over a single domain. For example, if an uninterpreted function symbol
f appears in the grammar, it is easy to see what the constraints mean in each individual model
M : should the grammar use f to synthesize an expression the truth of the constraints is evaluated
using Jf KM , the value of the function in the model M . However since we have constraints that are
to be interpreted in dierent models, it is not obvious how to encode such a problem in SyGuS a
priori.
In our formulation we suggest building a universal model that encodes all the other models
as isolated sub-universes. Let M1,M2, . . .Mn be models over the same signature with universes
D1,D2, . . .Dn respectively. e universal modelU that we build is such that its domain is
n⋃
i=1
∪{⊥},
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and the following is true for each function/relation symbol f in the signature:
f (e1, e1, . . . , en) =
{Jf KMi (e1, e2, . . . , en) if e1, e2, . . . , en ∈ Mi for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n
⊥ otherwise
where ⊥ is an extraneous element that indicates an undened value. We skip the general denition
that involves several sorts as well as constant symbols for clarity of presentation as it is similar but
complex.
is enables us to give one single denition for every function used in the signature and phrase
the SyGuS constraints over a single model. ere is a subtlety here that we discuss in more detail
in Section 6: when we extract nite models, as we choose to do in this work, they are inevitably
partial models in that the functions are partial. is means that we have to choose how we build
the universal model carefully, or risk modifying these partial models into total models in a way
that will not change the evaluation of various constraints. ere are solutions that do either, but
we only detail the former approach in Section 6 for the laer is involved.
e other components of the SyGuS query are the constraints which we have described above,
as well as a grammar that we provide as part of the input. In this work, we focus more on the
semantic constraints than the impact of the choice of grammar. We also do not investigate the
problem of creating bespoke grammars for a given problem that accelerate the discovery of useful
lemmas. We detail our experiences with the grammar in Section 7.
6 IMPLEMENTATION
We have seen a realization of our general framework using an SMT and a SyGuS solver shown
in Figure 3. In this section, we discuss some details of our implementation of the pipeline. We
implement it using the popular SMT solver Z3 (de Moura and Bjørner 2008) and the state-of-the-art
SyGuS solver CVC4Sy (Reynolds et al. 2019) which is part of the SMT solver CVC4 (Barre et al.
2011). We chose dierent solvers for several reasons, the simplest one being that Z3 possesses a
well-structured API for verication that exposes the use of dierent theory solvers and can support
both input and output SMTLIB (Barre et al. 2017) format, whereas CVC4Sy is a state-of-the-art
SyGuS solver that takes as input a format that is extremely close to SMTLIB and outputs in a similar
format. Our tool implements a parser and S-expression translator that communicates between
these tools and formats. We will now discuss several non-trivial implementation eorts that our
tool incorporates and clarify further some components of the pipeline described in Section 5.
6.1 Natural Proofs andantifier Instantiation
We choose the work on Natural Proofs (Lo¨ding et al. 2018) as our technique to handle queries
wrien in FO-RD with quantied axioms and recursive denitions. e central idea of the work
as with many similar techniques is that of quantier instantiation. e main idea is a formula-
driven quantier instantiation mechanism for a certain fragment of many-sorted First-Order Logic
that is proved to have a relative completeness property (see (Lo¨ding et al. 2018) for details). e
key contribution of the work that is relevant to ours is that recursive denitions can also be
abstracted into quantied FO formulae, which along with the above technique guarantee a relative
completeness result (see the work in (Lo¨ding et al. 2018) for details). Given a recursive denition
(unary for simplicity) R(x) :=lfp ρR (x) the mechanism adds the FO formula ∀x .R(x) ⇔ ρR (x).
In this work we cater to examples that t within the aforementioned fragment, but in our
implementation we do not do formula-driven instantiation as it is a more complex mechanism that
involves changing models goen from SMT queries in a way that does not aect the correctness
of our synthesis algorithm. at is, given a formula α and a set of quantied formulae Q we can
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dene termsTk of depth k over the signature of functions F over a single-sorted domain (say unary
for simplicity) as follows:
Tk =
{
{t | t is a constant or free variable (existentially quantied) appearing in α ∪ Q} if k = 0
{ f (t) | for f in F and t in Tk−1 } otherwise
ese are the set of terms we use to instantiate quantiers at term instantiation depth k . Recall
from the discussion in Section 1 and Section 4 that all the SMT queries happen in the context
of a xed depth (as is the case for the pipeline in Figure 3), as does our implementation. A fully
automated and eld-ready implementation must deploy strategies to dovetail between the lemma
synthesis procedure and a mechanism to increase the depth of term instantiation. is is because
it might be the case that the desired lemma is not provable at the depth at which the synthesis
procedure is run, or it might depend on the discovery of another lemma whose validity can only
be proved at a greater depth. Since the logic of FO-RD is fundamentally incomplete, there will of
course be lemmas that will not be provable at all by this mechanism, but the fact that we stick to
the fragment outlined by natural proofs both in terms of our logic and structurally in terms of our
lemma shape and induction templates gives us our relative completeness result.
In our implementation we build an engine for Natural Proofs based on the specications men-
tioned in (Lo¨ding et al. 2018) and use their theoretical framework to reason with our verication
problems, both for verifying the validity of the given theorem (VC) in the presence of axioms,
recursive denitions, and lemmas, as well as proving the lemmas proposed by the SyGuS solver
as valid. is provides us an advantage by helping us extract nite models from the satisfying
models provided by the SMT solver, but also introduces subtleties that we will talk about in the
next section.
e implementation of natural proofs alone is a nontrivial tooling eort that involved the
construction of multiple recursive denitions, seing up term instantiation schemes in the presence
of a many-sorted logic and multi-arity denitions, as well as the extraction of such information
from SMT models. One of the main dierences that we handle uniformly is recursive functions. We
represent recursive functions using a recursive predicate (syntactically denable from the body of
the recursive function) that determines the valid elements of the domain of the recursive function
and a set of quantied FO axioms that abstract the computation of the recursive function on the
domain. For example, consider the following denition:
listlen(x) :=lfp ite(x = nil, 0, 1 + listlen(n(x)))
which uses the ite (if-then-else) operator to denote the length of a nil-terminated list constructed
using the selector n. From this denition, we compute the following:
listlenb (x) :=lfp ite(x = nil, true, listlenb (n(x)))
which is the predicate that is satised only by elements in the domain of the recursive function
listlen in the lfp semantics. e idea is quite simple: we want to denote when the terms denote a
valid computation. e case of the result being 0 is always valid, and is hence true for all domain
elements that return this value. e recursive case computes a valid length only when the recursive
call itself computes a valid length (we only add 1 to it), and therefore the recursive case for listlenb
is simply the recursive call listlenb (n(x)). We also add the following universally quantied axioms:
∀x . listlenb (x) =⇒ (x = nil =⇒ listlen(x) = 0)
∀x . listlenb (x) =⇒ (x , nil =⇒ listlen(x) = 1 + listlen(n(x)))
∀x .¬listlenb (x) =⇒ listlen(x) = −1
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where −1 is a boom element that we add to the laice of valid lengths in order to denote an invalid
length value. We can then reason with such recursive functions as well using natural proofs and
our tooling. We also handle the PFP denitions for such recursive functions in our implementation,
but it is not prevalent in our examples and is beyond the scope of this discussion.
6.2 Counterexample Model Generation and Finite Model Extraction
We had illustrated the satisability problems that generate models for the SyGuS query in Section 5.
We now know that these constraints are derived using the quantier instantiation mechanism
described above. In general it is always possible to extract a nite model from a given model
that witnesses the satisability of a quantier-free formula, but our term instantiation mecha-
nism coupled with the guarantees in natural proofs gives us the exact elements that we need in
order to extract into the nite model: the set of terms Tk such that instantiating the quantied
axioms/abstractions proves the given formula as valid.
e impact of this on the SyGuS constraints outlined in the previous section is clear: the elements
in the nite models referred earlier are simply those corresponding to the instantiated terms Tk .
Let the terms be t1, t2, . . . , tn ∈ Tk . For example the constraint 1 in Section 5 is actually given to
the SyGuS solver in the following form:
¬lemma(Jt1KM ) ∨ ¬lemma(Jt2KM ) ∨ . . . ∨ ¬lemma(JtnKM )
is also introduces some diculties as the typical case for proving a given quantier-free
formula valid involves instantiating at least all the terms present in the formula. erefore our
tool implements a hybrid of formula-driven and purely depth-based term instantiation to handle
various queries.
Given that one can always write trivially valid or trivially invalid lemmas involving terms of
greater and greater depth, it is possible that the size of the extracted models keeps increasing, which
in turn increases the size of the constraints given to the SyGuS solver without any real progress
towards proving the given theorem. We therefore ensure that the grammar provided as part of the
input is only capable of producing terms of a xed depth (typically 1 or 2). e results from the
work in (Lo¨ding et al. 2018) as well as our experiments show that this xed depth is good enough
for a reasonable suite of examples.
7 EVALUATION
We evaluate our algorithm and implementation on a variety of examples. Many examples were
inspired from (Lo¨ding et al. 2018), where an inductive principle was applied to prove various lemmas
valid. However, the paper did not give any aempt on how to generate those lemmas from a given
VC. Similarly, in (Qiu et al. 2013), many VCs are proved valid using natural proofs. However, in
doing so, lemmas are again provided that are useful in proving the VC, though these lemmas are
completely user-provided. Many examples in Table 2 were inspired by these examples as well.
A third class of examples involves partial correctness of programs over variables v1, . . . ,vn .
Consider a general program of the form
while (Cond) { Assign(v1, ..., vn) }
with pre(v1, . . . ,vn) and post(v1, . . . ,vn) as pre- and post-conditions. Here, the foreground sort is a
sort of congurations Sc , and a constant s ∈ Sc representing the starting conguration. We also view
each variable vi as a function that takes in an element of Sc . We then add pre(v1(s), . . . ,vn(s)) as
an axiom. Further, we maintain a function p from Sc to Sc that points to the previous conguration.
Finally, the program represents a recursive denition reachs that is true on all congurations
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Table 1. Number of rounds and time taken before proposing necessary lemma(s). Timeout: 1200s (20 min)
VC Lemmas Rounds -0 true models
Rounds -
10 true models
Time (s) -
0 true models
Time (s) -
10 true models
1 L1 1 1 0.4 0.5
2 L2 1 1 0.4 0.5
3 L3 1 1 0.4 0.5
4 L3, L4 4 3 0.9 1.1
5 L5 1 1 0.4 0.5
6 L6 7 2 4.2 2.23
7 L7 5 4 186.8 907.6
8 L8 2 1 1.4 4.0
9 L8 2 1 1.1 4.2
10 L8 2 1 1.6 5.3
11 L9 5 3 111.8 382.4
12 L10 8 1 226.0 22.9
13 L11 2 1 0.6 0.5
14 L12 9 3 45.5 36.3
15 L6, L13 44 8 501.1 57.0
16 L14 29 10 287.7 413.3
17 L15 6 1 2.2 1.2
18 L16 6 2 2.5 3.3
19 L17, L18 14 6 732.5 471.0
20 L17, L19 11 n/a 265.49 timeout
21 L20 1 1 0.5 0.6
22 L21 1 1 0.5 0.5
reachable from s . is recursive denition is dened as follows:
reachs (x) ↔LFP x = s ∨ reachs (p(x)) ∧ Cond(p(x)) ∧ Assign(p(x),x)
e formula Cond(p(x)) asserts the condition of the while loop is satised, and Assign(p(x),x)
asserts that the values of the variables at the conguration x are obtained from the values at p(x)
according to the assignments in the program. en, the verication condition is
reachs (x) ∧ ¬Cond(x) =⇒ post(v1(x), . . . ,vn(x))
Note this example is a loop invariant synthesis example, though this is merely a special instance of
our tool. We do not claim to be able to synthesize complex loop invariants, and thus do not provide
a detailed comparison with other invariant synthesis tools.
7.1 Results
e results of our experiments are outlined in Tables 1 and 2. In Table 1, we give a general idea of
how long it takes our tool to nd useful lemmas, both in terms of number of total lemmas proposed
(rounds) and in terms of time. Table 2 outlines the precise FO-RD formula found and proved valid.
e total time per VC varies from ¡1s to ¿15m. e number of rounds varied from 1 (i.e. the rst
proposed lemma was sucient) to almost 50. Additionally, as mentioned in previous sections, we
have the option to use n “true” or “good” models, denoted by G. Recall these models are optional,
and only are put in place to help rule out the proposing of trivially invalid lemmas. Overall, while
including even 10 random true models oen decreased the number of rounds needed, it did not
yield any signicant improvement in running time. In fact, for many examples, adding true models
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Table 2. Valid lemmas synthesized and proved correct by our tool. list represents a singly linked list, slist
a sorted singly linked list, dlist a doubly linked list, and sdlist a sorted, doubly linked list. lseg represents a
linked list segment, and slseg is a sorted linked list segment. list1 and slist1 represent a linked list and sorted
linked list respectively with an additional parameter representing the length of the list.
Lemma FO-RD Formula
L1 ∀x . dlist(x) =⇒ list(x)
L2 ∀x . slist(x) =⇒ list(x)
L3 ∀x . sdlist(x) =⇒ dlist(x)
L4 ∀x . sdlist(x) =⇒ slist(x)
L5 ∀x , l . list1(x , l) =⇒ list(x)
L6 ∀x ,y. lseg(x ,y) =⇒ (list(y) =⇒ list(x))
L7 ∀x . reachs (x) =⇒ v2(x) = v1(x) ∨v2(x) = c
L8 ∀x . reachs (x) =⇒ v2(x) = v1(x)
L9 ∀x . reachs (x) =⇒ n(v2(x)) = v1(x) ∨v2(x) = c
L10 ∀x . reachs (x) =⇒ n(v2(x)) = v1(x)
L11 ∀x ,y. slseg(x ,y) =⇒ lseg(x ,y)
L12 ∀x ,y. lseg(x ,y) =⇒ (y = nil =⇒ list(x))
L13 ∀x ,y. lseg(x ,y) =⇒ (lseg(y,yp) =⇒ lseg(x ,yp))
L14 ∀x ,y. lseg(x ,y) =⇒ (lseg−keys(x ,y) ∪ keys(y) = keys(x))
L15 ∀x ,k . slist(x) =⇒ (k ∈ keys(x) ⇐⇒ slist−nd(x ,k))
L16 ∀x ,y. slseg(x ,y) =⇒ (y = nil =⇒ slist(x))
L17 ∀x ,y, l . lseg1(x ,y, l) =⇒ lseg(x ,y)
L18 ∀x ,y. lseg(x ,y) =⇒ (lseg(nil,y) =⇒ lseg−length(x ,y) = length(x))
L19 ∀x ,y. lseg(x ,y) =⇒ lseg−length(y,y) + length(x) = lseg−length(x ,y) = length(y)
L20 ∀x . bst(x) =⇒ tree(x)
L21 ∀x . maxheap(x) =⇒ tree(x)
increased overhead to the point that a signicantly larger amount of time was taken. An important
area for future work involves infrastructure for adding true models more eciently, so as to rule
out invalid lemmas while also decreasing total running time.
Table 2 outlines the valid (and useful) lemmas proved correct by our tool. Many of these lemmas
simply prove one datastructure is more general than another. is is a very common theme needed
in many VCs that relate multiple data structures, though these lemmas are not provable in basic
rst-order logic. Other more complex lemmas proved include transitivity of list segments, and
those involving partial correctness as mentioned in the previous section. We also include lemmas
involving background theories of sets (L14, L15) and integer arithmetic (L19).
7.2 Detailed Example
In this section, we outline an illustrative example of our algorithm and implementation. is
example synthesizes L11 from Table 2: ∀x ,y. slseg(x ,y) ⇒ lseg(x ,y). Consider the program
if (x == y) { ret := y }
else { ret := n(y) }
with precondition slseg(x ,y) and postcondition lseg(ret ,y). Converted to a FO-RD formula:
slseg(x ,y) =⇒ (ite(x = y : ret = y, ret = n(y)) =⇒ lseg(ret ,y))
Despite the relative simplicity of this VC, not only is it not provable using FO techniques, but it
is also not provable using natural proofs and an inductive principle. us, we feed this example
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to our synthesis tool. For simplicity, we consider 0 true models for this example. We also use an
instantiation depth of k = 1 yielding terms T1.
e rst lemma proposed is ∀x ,y. lseg(x ,y) ⇒ lseg(nil,y). Clearly, this is not valid, as any model
where y is not nil contradicts this. Aer our tool gives us such a model M , we send this model to
the SyGuS solver and add constraints corresponding to Equation 1 from Section 5.1. We also add
the prexpoint (PFP) constraint corresponding to Equation 2 from Section 5.2. is ensures that
lemma will not be proposed again. In the case of the proposed lemma for R as lseg, we have that
PFP(R, lseg(nil,y)) = ∀x ,y. ite(x = y, true, lseg(n(x),y) ∧ lseg(n(nil),y)) =⇒ lseg(nil,y)
We query the SyGuS solver again with this new model and new constraints. Fortunately, the
next lemma proposed is the desired lemma ∀x ,y. slseg(x ,y) ⇒ lseg(x ,y). is is provable using
natural proofs and our inductive principle, and it also implies the VC, so we are done.
8 RELATEDWORK
antier instantiation is a common tool for reasoning using SMT solvers (Reynolds 2016). E-
matching is an instantiation technique used in the Simplify theorem prover (Detlefs et al. 2005),
which chooses instantiations based on matching paern terms. Similar methods are also imple-
mented in other SMT solvers (Barre et al. 2011; de Moura and Bjørner 2008; Ru¨mmer 2012), as
well as methods for combining term instantiation with background SMT solvers (Ge and de Moura
2009).
ere is vast literature on reasoning with recursive denitions. e NQTHM prover developed
by Boyer and Moore (Boyer and Moore 1988) and its successor ACL2 (Kaufmann and Moore 1997;
Kaufmann et al. 2000) had support for recursive functions and had several induction heuristics to
nd inductive proofs. More recent work on cyclic proofs (Brotherston et al. 2011; Ta et al. 2016) also
use heuristics for reasoning about recursive denitions. Additionally, an ongoing area of research
involves decidable logics for recursive data structures (Le et al. 2017). Naturally, the expressive
power of these logics is restricted in order to obtain a decidable validity problem. Further techniques
in Dafny (Leino 2012) and Verifast (Jacobs et al. 2011) allow for verication via unfolding (or folding)
recursive denitions, potentially based on user suggestions. ese are instances of a common
heuristic for reasoning with recursive denitions known as “unfold-and-match” (Chu et al. 2015;
Madhusudan et al. 2012; Nguyen and Chin 2008; Pek et al. 2014; Qiu et al. 2013; Suter et al. 2010),
which involve unfolding a recursive denition a few times and nding a proof of validity with the
unfolded formulas, treating recursive denitions as uninterpreted.
Another counterexample guided form of learning is counterexample guided abstraction rene-
ment (CEGAR) (Kurshan 1994, 2002). Unlike counterexample guided inductive synthesis, CEGAR
techniques produce an abstract model, upon which counterexamples are analyzed and the abstract
model is accordingly rened.
Our work directly builds o work related to natural proofs (Lo¨ding et al. 2018; Madhusudan et al.
2012; Pek et al. 2014; Qiu et al. 2013; Suter et al. 2010). VCs similar to the VCs in our experiments are
present in (Qiu et al. 2013), though lemmas in Table 2 needed to be user-provided. Work in (Lo¨ding
et al. 2018) provided foundations for the work on natural proofs that preceded it. Completeness
results in (Lo¨ding et al. 2018) directly contribute to our completeness results in this paper, and the
techniques outlined in (Lo¨ding et al. 2018) are directly implemented in our tool.
e work in (Kova´cs et al. 2017) focuses on logics over arbitrary term algebras. While this
work appears similar to our work (as terms can be seen as recursively dened), there are some
fundamental dierences. Namely, term algebras can be axiomatized in FOL, yielding a complete
theory. is is certainly not the case in FO-RD. Additionally, when used to model datastructures,
term algebras can capture mathematical datastructures (like in functional programs), but cannot
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model heaps well, while in FO-RD we capture heaps by modeling locations as elements and pointers
using uninterpreted unary functions. In our modeling, recursive denitions dene datastructures
and their properties. Consequently, though the work is similar in spirit to ours, the theorems
and expressiveness are quite dierent, and theorems valid in one need not be valid in the other.
e benchmarks over which the techniques are evaluated are also, hence, very dierent, making
experimental comparisons hard.
Turning to synthesis, the work in (Yang et al. 2019) also is an eort to synthesize inductive
lemmas, and, similar to our work, uses SyGuS. However, like (Kova´cs et al. 2017), our work is not
directly comparable, as it also focuses on programs with algebraic datatypes. Furthermore, there
are no completeness results reported in this work.
9 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present multiple relatively complete algorithms for synthesizing and proving
inductive lemmas from a given formula in rst-order logic with recursive denitions. We also
present a way to realize these algorithms using SMT solvers and SyGuS solvers, and a tool that
implements this technique with promising preliminary results. Within the tool, we also implement
an engine for proving inductive theorems valid using only rst-order techniques and a (rst-order)
induction principle.
is work represents signicant progress in the eld of verication of formulas in rst-order
logic with recursive denitions. An interesting future direction is to dene a class of logics around
FO-RD, similar to SAT/SMT, and develop automated logic engines for reasoning. We believe that
such a standard interface will facilitate ready use of such solvers and techniques, and give a platform
for solvers to compete and innovate to nd induction proofs automatically.
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